Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) is a current approach which acts on pervasive environments for connecting smart objects. These objects are capable of sensing their own environment, interacting and cooperating with other devices. However, the IoT also requires to perform coordination actions that devices cannot carry out with the embedded electronic. In order to create smarter collaborative systems, the Internet of Agents (IoA) approach arises as an alternative for providing information and services to other objects, systems and people, and to initialize actions if necessary. In this paper, a semantic model of public agent contracts based on OWL ontologies enriched with Open Linked Data has been proposed as a fundamental way to describe standard collaborative units that can interact in a social context. The overarching ontology we have named IoA-OWL takes into account functional and non-functional aspects organized in six profiles such as agent, context, model, service, social, and object.

I. INTRODUCTION

The era of cloud has originated that many existing model services are currently proposed based on the line “as a Service” [1]. This phenomenon called “anything as a service” (XaaS) is commonly used for supporting the delivery of Infrastructure (IaaS), Platform (PaaS), Software (SaaS), Data (DaaS), Social Network (SNaaS), among others, as an online service.

Last years the scientific community has proposed various approaches regarding the Future Internet. Some of them describe the Internet of Things (IoT) [2], Internet of Services (IoS) [3], Internet of People (IoP) [4], and the Internet of Agents (IoA) [5]. This last approach arises as an alternative to mitigate one of the deficiencies of the IoT regarding reasoning and social aspects. In this way, all connected objects on IoT scenarios will be able to act autonomously, collaboratively, and smartly in a social context. Thus software agents will be the base for the creation of the future XaaS within the IoT paradigm.

The IoA approach is an accurate way to describe what is going on IoT. While a smart object in IoT refers to a connected device able to sense its own environment and report on it, that same object has to be able for performing reasoning actions. However, this kind of process cannot be performed by the current objects in a natural way. That is why, the IoA must deepen efforts to create smart system, but especially to build collaborative units that can interact in a social climate establishing communication with their current counterparts. The accomplishment of these actions will allow that the agents encompassing all connected things to provide information and services to other things, systems, and people.

This paper presents a semantic model for the standardization of agents for IoA based on public contracts that describe a social and collaborative unit by using an OWL ontology enriched with open vocabulary and open data structured in six profiles such as agent, context, model, service, social, and object. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a basic overview of the main issues related to the IoT and its necessity to evolve to IoA for encompassing all connected objects collaboratively, intelligent, and autonomously. Section III provides a semantic model of agent contracts for IoA. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.

II. FROM INTERNET OF THINGS TO INTERNET OF AGENTS

The IoT is one of the paradigm associated to the Future Internet [2] that is gaining ground with the evolution of devices and wireless technology. It proposes the pervasive presence of a variety of objects, and systems that interconnect the real world and cyberspace through the Internet [8].

The IoT approach is still under development. That is why there are not well defined standard. Nonetheless, a Reference Architecture have been proposed by WSO2. Whilst it is not a standard yet, it covers a number of systemic characteristics including interoperability, scalability, and security, privacy and integrity. Furthermore, at medium level this architecture accomplishes features such as device discovery and management, context-awareness, and management of large volumes of data. But, its main limitation is not able to build applications with capability for adapting dynamically [9].

In order to add reasoning capability to IoT systems, a layer of collaborative units capable to act intelligently and autonomously have to be included. That is why the IoA approach is lastly potentiating for helping smart objects to assistance in not predefined situations as a human would. For instance (i) an IoT application gets activated the machines in a gym based on individual profiles, while an IoA application even can recommend new extra activities to accomplish the normal routine, (ii) an IoT application for giving comfort at a home-automation controls the outdoor and indoor ambient light, while an IoA application can even pay the electricity bill or report fails in the electric system to the electricity company, (iii) if an IoT application can detect mechanical failures and notifies its owner about the problem, an IoA application even can book the nearest appointment at the garage to solve the fault, and so on.
Several approaches have been presented for the development of IoT applications, and some of them are aligned with the idea of IoA. We have analyzed various papers where the concept of agent is fused with IoT to contrast the main ideas. Mzahm proposes the Agent of Thing concept to everything of IoT. Each thing has an internal reasoning capability which allows to interact directly with other things in the same or in a different system type [6]. Similarly, Katasonov proposes that each resource is connected to an autonomous software agent for monitoring the state of the resource and for discovering and using external help if needed [10], while Jarvenpaa proposes the definition of mobile agents based on web technologies in the context of IoT which can move or clone between different devices [11]. Finally, Yu proposes the IoA approach as an alternative that allows end-users to actively participate in the developing or adapting of agents at various stages of the agents lifecycle [5].

III. SEMANTIC CONTRACT MODEL FOR AGENTS OF IOA

Many proposals regarding software oriented agents have been proposed. Unfortunately as Yu asserts there are not many MASs deployed in practical and real applications at present [5]. The main contributions done by the scientific community in this field are related to methodologies, software tools, notations for modeling, ontologies, languages for the communication between agents, among others. However, the FIPA Foundation has only standardized the FIPA-ACL language which is currently employed by software tools such as Jade, JACK and Zeus.

After investigating the website of Linked Data Project, we did not find a technical ontology to describe software agents neither social agents in the IoA domain. Therefore, we think that a formal public ontology must be created in order to help developers for describing their agents using a standard contract model similar to WSDL contract in SOAP or WADL in RESTful. In this way, the employment of the same vocabulary allows to get a higher interoperability level between IoA systems.

A. Upper ontology for agents of IoA

Regarding the agent approach some ontologies for describing the agent components have been proposed. Commonly, these ontologies are mainly focused to accomplish only a specific issue, e.g., modeling reactive agents (AgentOWL [12]), modeling BDI agents (SOUPA [13], ontology for agents ADL [14], CoDaMo [15], BDI workflow agents [16]), modeling mobile agents [17], modeling agent context (context [18], context-aware [19]), modeling web services (WSs) within agents (OWL-S [21], Ontia iJADE[20]), among others.

It is important to highlight that none of the proposed ontologies have been published as open data in the Linked Data Project. The unique description included in DBpedia only includes a superfluous and not technical description of software agents and intelligent agents.

Based on the best practices of WSs regarding to standard contracts, we recommend a standard ontology capable to describe agents that belonging to the IoA world employing open data. Thus, we propose the IoA-OWL ontology shown in Fig. 1 that allows creating public agent contracts for reusing the same vocabulary and for providing access to this data to agent developers. Currently, it does not exist a complete ontology like the WS area. That is why, each modeled application that includes agents is completely different to other ones without to be interoperable. We propose an upper ontology in order to be developed in any semantic language. However, we have oriented its development to OWL because it is the most extended semantic language to represent and verify rich and complex knowledge with a high and formal expressiveness that can be exploited by software agents in the web. Furthermore, we propose the adoption of OWL because many ontologies are published in this format and we can reuse the vocabularies already existing.
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Fig. 1. Upper ontology for agents of IoA.

The IoA-OWL ontology shown in Fig. 1 provides a complete organizational point of reference to formalize collaborative units for IoA. Some concepts are previously included in some works, but none accomplishes the complete requirements of IoA to provide a description including all concepts without to be oriented to a specific issue. Six are the main object properties that compose the IoA upper ontology. The presents property introduces the profile of the agent, and the manages property links the agent with an object of IoT. On the other hand, the supports property specifies the components of the agent architecture, the offers property describes the WSs offered by the agent, the learns property depicts the relationships between the agents, and finally, the acts property represents the context where the agent operates.

In order to accomplish one of the requirements of the Linked Data we have identified some vocabularies published as open data such as FOAF for describing aspects of identifying agents, Time for describing time concepts, locationOnt for describing location context, computer for describing computational resources, m3-lite for describing objects in IoT, Relationship for describing relationships between agents,
OntoSNA for describing the social components associated to Social Network Analysis, and OWL-S for describing services offered by agents. All of them are published in the website of Linked Data Project. In addition, we employed some concepts of the ontologies for agents previously cited, but we have not reused them because these ontologies are not widespread and they are not published as open data.

B. Agent Context

The AgentContext ontology shown in Fig. 2 describes the basic information that allows characterizing the current situation of the agent entity [18]. This ontology reuses five contextual classes of the ontology included in [19], which are related to time-context, location-context, resource-context, and computational-context.

C. Agent Profile

The AgentProfile ontology illustrated in Fig. 3 describes an IoA entity which includes four basic types of information such as the organization that provides the agent, real-time restrictions satisfied by the agents, data required for the agent, and finally agent information that certifies and validates the agent in order to avoid the code modification and to guarantee the signer is who he or she claims to be really.

D. Agent Service

The AgentService ontology of the Fig. 4 describes the services offered by agents. We have employed the ServiceProfile for describing the WSs and ServiceProcess for specifying how to use those WSs. Both profiles belong to the OWL-S ontology [21] which is widely used for describing WSs.

E. Agent Architecture

The AgentArchitecture illustrated in Fig. 5 is based on the AgentOWL [12] that includes concepts of reactive agents. Furthermore, we have also employed some BDI concepts included in SOUPA [13] and BDI workflows [16] ontologies. However, these ontologies are not published as open data and are not enough widespread.

F. Agent Social

A SocialUnit defines the features of the agents as a collaborative or not collaborative unit in IoA. When an agent is collaborative it specifies its centrality measures and relationships with other ones. Furthermore, the social ontology illustrated in Fig. 6 stores information such as density and adjacency matrix of formed social networks based on the ioa:relationshipName attribute.
The performing of actions employing reasoning mechanisms.

Every object is linked to an agent in order to improve ontology that describes each object connected to an IoT network. Every object is linked to an agent in order to improve the performing of actions employing reasoning mechanisms.

G. Agent Object

The AgentSmartObject ontology shown in Fig. 7 is a context ontology that describes each object connected to an IoT network. Every object is linked to an agent in order to improve the performing of actions employing reasoning mechanisms.

The proposed ontological model named IoA-OWL is a semantic model of agent contracts based on OWL profiles. These contracts published as open data in the Linked Data context.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The addition of an intelligence level to IoT applications in order perform actions according to not-predefined events is demanding need for IoT applications. In this line, the IoA approach is a good alternative that allow modeling and building semantic collaborative units capable to act in a social context.

The proposed ontological model named IoA-OWL is a semantic model of agent contracts based on OWL profiles. These contracts published as open data in the Linked Data Project pretends to be a public contract of agents in order to help developers of IoA systems the description of agents with a high and formal expressiveness level reusing the same vocabulary. In this way, a high level of interoperability can be achieved to agents of different platforms facilitating the communication and interaction between them.
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